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Machine learning for next-generation
nanotechnology in healthcare
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Nanotechnology for healthcare is coming of age, but automating
the design of composite materials poses unique challenges.
Although machine learning is supporting groundbreaking discov-
eries in materials science, new initiatives leveraging learned
patterns are required to fully realize the promise of nanodelivery
systems and accelerate development pipelines.
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Nanotechnology has seen numerous

translational applications over diverse

economy sectors, but only recently has

it taken healthcare by storm.1 For

example, the massively deployed Mod-

erna and BioNTech/Pfizer COVID-19

vaccines use organic nanoparticles to

deliver SARS-CoV-2 mRNA.2 The pur-

suit of this novel immunization modality

has positioned nanotechnology at the

center of attention, providing ample

clinical validation and further moti-

vating its exploitation in disparate dis-

ease areas, e.g., cancer. In this regard,

billions of dollars spent in basic/transla-

tional nanotechnology have, over the

years, allowed a reasonable under-

standing of the design principles

driving efficacy.1 Still, much remains to

be explored. The anticipated shift to

nanotechnology-centered molecular

medicine urges the need for an innova-

tive suite of computational tools that

effectively harness the growing amount

of information in this space. A data-

driven (r)evolution, similar to what we

are currently witnessing in chemistry

and biology, might not be too distant.

We argue that predictive modeling

and the de novo design of composite

nanodelivery systems will become a re-

ality and ultimately endorse a new era in

nanotechnology research. Herein, we

critically discuss how machine learning

(ML) can reshape next-generation

drug delivery and the three challenges
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that must be addressed to enable

continuous innovation through discrim-

inative/generative nanotechnology.

Challenge 1: Standardized data

reporting

Quality data are unavoidably the

centerpiece of any ML tool, and

the current lack of standardized report-

ing practices in nanobiotechnology

and nanomedicine is a known issue

(Figure 1).3,4 This hinders reproduc-

ibility and meaningful comparative

studies, despite a recent community

effort to regulate and improve transpar-

ency in the disclosed materials.4 For

example, the physicochemical proper-

ties (e.g., dimension, shape, surface

charge, targeting agent density, and

composition), administered dose, and

loading in drug delivery systems are

cornerstones to modulate pharmacoki-

netics and efficacy. However, their re-

porting heterogeneity or lack of explicit

information in manuscripts jeopardizes

the gain of momentum in nanomedical

research.4 Further, we argue the exact

composition, injected volume, concen-

tration, and route of administration

need to be accurately reported but

are only sparingly discriminated. Multi-

ple studies also describe the amount

of only one component in the delivery

system (e.g., iron or encapsulated

drug dosage). Thus, normalizing the

others by body weight in in vivo studies
Elsevier Inc.
is virtually impossible. Paralleling defi-

ciencies in the characterization of nano-

delivery materials, one equally finds

shortcomings in the report of assay

endpoints. Delivery efficacy and tumor

accumulation are usually provided as a

percentage of initial dose/tumor mass

in gram (%ID/g). This is only useful if

the initial dose and tumor mass are

also reported, which rarely is the case.

Further, the percentage of tumor

reduction constitutes an endpoint

normalization, yielding no tractable in-

formation on either delivery efficiency

or actual volume change. Finally, one

must bear in mind that animal models

are a proxy of an actual disease setting,

and experiments must be carefully de-

signed to ensure meaningfulness.

Otherwise, they may inappropriately

reproduce the disease and tumor

microenvironment, as in the use of

xenograft/allograft heterotopic models

instead of orthotopic ones (e.g., lung

cells injected subcutaneously).

Overall, the design of nanomaterials is

intricate, and the established practices

in experimental characterization are

manifestly insufficient to support trans-

lation in healthcare on a wider scale.5

Perpetuating those practices will ulti-

mately curb innovation and research
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Figure 1. Schematics of the key challenges to address and the proposed solutions to enable continuous innovation and accelerate productivity in the

development of nanodelivery systems

Standardization of reported data, as suggested in the MIRIBEL guidelines,4 will enable the construction of high-quality datasets for statistical modeling.

These include harmonizing the reporting of composition (e.g., loadings, coatings), physicochemical properties (e.g., size, zeta potential, shape),

bioassay readouts, pharmacokinetics, and methods description. We envisage that the use of natural language processing (NLP) principles can help in

constructing open source databases that can be used for myriad statistical analyses and support the development of new single-entity and/or

composite materials. Also, the creation of a new language for canonical representation of composite drug delivery systems will allow developing ML

models for property prediction and establish generative nanotechnology as a paradigm for the in silico design of nanomaterials. Said tools should

follow the ‘‘findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable’’ (FAIR) principles to enhance democratization and may find integration in robotic systems

to close the make-design-test cycle.
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throughput. We envisage that a shift to

robust reporting standards will be

instrumental for automating the devel-

opment of nanodelivery materials.

Challenge 2: Complete datasets

Reporting completeness, as urged

above, will then enable the construc-

tion of nanotechnology databases akin

to ChEMBL (Figure 1).6 To emphasize

the critical nature of quality and com-

plete data, we extracted composition,

physicochemical, pharmacokinetics,

and dosing information for iron oxide

nanoparticles reported in 315 research

manuscripts published between 2006

and 2019 in reputed nanotechnology

journals. From those, 68% did not

report the size, shape, or zeta potential

of the nanoparticles. Further, only 1%

and 31% presented a pharmacokinetics

profile (with elimination/distribution

half-lives and delivery efficiency) and

dosing information (route and dose),

respectively. The observed trends are
apparently transferred to other nano-

particle types. In 322 gold and 257 silica

nanoparticle research manuscripts, we

found 51% and 45% of them missing

full physicochemical characterization,

respectively. Identical percentages of

missing pharmacokinetics and dosing

data were found. Together, this high-

lights a deep-rooted limitation in the

nanotechnology field that must be

addressed. Until then, inputting or dis-

carding potentially valuable informa-

tion will be required for modeling,

which is far from ideal.

While a publicly available resource will

likely remain inaccessible in the coming

years—even with adequate reporting

standards in place—we envisage that

a continuous and concerted community

effort will be key toward that end.

Those efforts might be further assisted

by natural language processing and

deep learning techniques with the

goal of accelerating the extraction of
information from the scientific litera-

ture.7 By encompassing multiple

unexplored data patterns, those data

resources are expected to endorse

automated processes and support

the implementation of ML tools that

allow more efficient experiment

prioritizations.

Challenge 3: A machine-readable

nanotechnology language

While predictive modeling8,9 can be

executed with quality datasets and es-

tablished heuristics, generative design

of composite materials requires the

development of new toolkits. In

small-molecule discovery, the SMILES

or SELFIES10 languages encode atom

connectivity, which implicitly hardwires

all physicochemical and biological

properties for a given entity. By

learning this language, a computer

is then able to programmatically

generate new words/molecules (as

strings of characters) according to a
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probability distribution for each newly

added character. In doing so, re-

searchers become armed with a

powerful means to virtually access

new chemical matter and more effi-

ciently explore a vast search space.

We argue that a similar approach can

be pursued to generate and tailor

composite delivery materials (Figure 1).

Considering that information on con-

stituents, including which entities, their

percentage, and/or their concentra-

tion, is key to determining all the

underlying physicochemical and bio-

logical properties, it becomes essen-

tial to devise a new language and

ontology for canonical representation

of composite material systems—both

already reported and imagined by a

computer. Said language ought to ho-

listically represent the nanomaterial

and thus be transferable to any use

case aside from the drug delivery sys-

tems we focus on here. Once this

technology is in hand, the research

community will gain access to an un-

tapped concept for the de novo

design of composite materials. If em-

ployed correctly, we expect that such

ML models—which might be available

in a short/medium term—could impact

nanotechnology for healthcare simi-

larly to how they are transforming dis-

covery chemistry.

Overall, we anticipate a gain of mo-

mentum for nanotechnology research
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and preview its future developments

leveraged by ML concepts. The

solutions we propose to the three

outstanding challenges are realistic

but surprisingly still not tackled by

the research community. We expect

the tight integration of computational

technologies with robotics to result

in a digital nanotechnology era

that will see prototyping innovative

and life-changing therapeutics done

at a fraction of the time currently

needed.
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